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4 chalcedony 4mm pink rondelles

11 fuchsia 4mm Swarovski crystal bicones

16 fuchsia 6mm Swarovski crystal bicones

2 violet opal 8mm Swarovski crystal cubes

3 faceted 8mm garnet beads

3 lampworked 9mm glass beads

4 flat tabular 20mm lampworked glass

beads

Lampworked 18×45mm glass bead with

frog

9 Thai silver 4mm cornerless cubes

13 Thai silver 4mm coiled beads

18 Thai silver 4mm pyramids

4 Thai silver 8mm cubes

5 Thai silver 8mm snowflake spacers

5 assorted 4–8mm Thai silver beads and

spacers

10 Thai silver 25mm flower charms

4 Thai silver 18mm flower charms

2 Thai silver 20mm flower beads with 

3 holes

Thai silver 40mm dragonfly charm

Thai silver 60mm dragonfly pendant

8 round 10mm Thai silver pillow beads

2 round 18mm Thai silver hammered 

pillows

Sterling silver 32mm S-hook clasp

2 sterling silver 7mm split rings

2 sterling silver 8mm jump rings

3" of sterling silver chain

4 sterling silver 2mm crimp tubes

48" of .019 beading wire

To o l s

Wire cutters

Crimping pliers
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Step 1: Attach two 24" pieces of wire to a split ring using 2

crimp tubes. 

Step 2: Hold both wires together and string 1 cornerless cube

and one 10mm pillow four times. String one 4mm crys-

tal, one 18mm hammered pillow, 1 coiled bead, and 1

tabular lampworked bead.

Step 3: Separate the wires. Using one wire, string one 4mm

crystal bicone, 1 silver coiled bead, and one 4mm crys-

tal bicone. On the other wire string one 4mm crystal

bicone, 1 silver coiled bead, 1 flower charm, and one

6mm crystal bicone. Pass the wires in opposite direc-

tions through one hole of the 3-hole flower bead. On

the first wire string one 6mm crystal bicone, 1 pink chal-

cedony, 1 silver coiled bead, and pass through one of the

other holes of the 3-hole flower bead. Continue string-

ing on this wire, one 6mm crystal bicone, 1 flower charm,

one 6mm crystal bicone, 2 snowflake spacers, 1crystal

cube, and one 6mm Thai silver bead. On the other wire

string 1 silver coiled bead, one 4mm crystal bicone, 1

pink chalcedony, one 4mm crystal bicone, and pass

through the final hole of the 3-hole flower bead. Con-

tinue stringing on this wire, one 6mm crystal bicone,

one 8mm Thai silver cube, and one 6mm crystal bicone.

Pass both strand through 1 flower charm, one 4mm

pyramid, and 1 tabular lampworked bead.

Step 4: Separate the wires. Using one wire, string one 4mm

pyramid, 1 pink chalcedony, one 4mm crystal bicone, 1

flower charm, one 9mm lampworked bead, one 8mm

Thai silver cube, one 8mm faceted garnet bead, one 4mm

pyramid, one flower charm, one 4mm pyramid, one

6mm Thai silver bead, one 8mm faceted garnet bead,

one 4mm crystal bicone, and one 4mm pyramid. On the

other wire string one 4mm Thai silver bead, one 8mm

faceted garnet bead, one 8mm Thai silver cube, one 8mm

Thai silver bead, one 9mm lampworked bead, 1 silver

coiled bead, 1 flower charm, one 6mm crystal bicone,

one snowflake spacer, one 9mm lampworked bead, one

flower charm, one silver coiled bead, and one 4mm pyra-

mid. Bring the strands together and string one 8mm

Thai silver bead, the large dragonfly, one 6mm bicone

crystal, the lampworked frog bead, one 6mm crystal

bicone, and one 4mm pyramid.

Step 5: Separate the strands of wire. On one wire, string one

flower charm, one 4mm Thai silver bead, one 6mm crys-

tal bicone, and one 4mm pyramid. On the other wire

string 1 silver coiled bead, 1 flower charm, 1 silver coiled

bead, and one 4mm crystal bicone. Bring the wires

together and string one 4mm pyramid, 1 flower charm,

one 4mm pyramid, 1 tabular lampworked bead, one

4mm pyramid, 1 flower charm, one 4mm pyramid.

Step 6: Separate the wires. Using one wire, string one 4mm

pyramid, one 6mm crystal bicone, 1 flower charm, 1 sil-

ver coiled bead, and one 4mm crystal bicone. Pass the

wire through one of the holes of the 3-hole flower bead.

Continue stringing on this wire, one 6mm crystal bicone,

1 silver coiled bead, one pink chalcedony, the next hole

of the 3-hole flower bead, one 6mm crystal bicone, 2

snowflake spacers, one 8mm crystal cube, and one sil-

ver coiled bead. Set aside. On the other wire string one

4mm pyramid, one 6mm crystal bicone, one 4mm Thai

silver bead, one 4mm crystal bicone, 1 flower charm,

one 4mm pyramid, one 4mm crystal bicone, the remain-

ing hole of the 3-hole flower bead, one 4mm pyramid,

one 6mm crystal bicone, one 4mm pyramid, 1 flower

charm, one 6mm crystal bicone, one 8mm Thai silver

cube, and one 4mm pyramid. Holding the wires together

string 1 tabular lampworked bead, 1 silver coiled bead,

one 18mm hammered pillow, and one 4mm crystal

bicone. Continue holding the strands together and string

one 10mm pillow and 1 cornerless cube four times

Step 7: Attach the wires to a split ring using 2 crimp tubes

and crimping pliers.

Step 6: Use 8mm jump rings to attach the chain to one of the

split rings and the small dragonfly to the end of the chain.

Pass each side of the S-hook through a split ring. (

RESOURCES

Contact your local bead shop or:

Lampworked beads: Kristen Child of Redside Designs, www.redside

designs.net; Thai silver: Shiana, www.shiana.com.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw



